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Suvretta House: Newly renovated rooms in a refreshingly elegant boutique style
Right on time for the start of the winter season, Suvretta House in St. Moritz is presenting
23 totally remodelled rooms. Bright and soothing hues, parquet floors, and spacious
foyers will delight the eminent hotel's guests with casual lightness and fresh accents.
The recipe for the renewal of the 23 rooms was to preserve the character of an Alpine
grand hotel while adding a touch of authentic “boutique design”. They will have been
completed by 9 December 2016, when Suvretta House opens for the winter season.
Unique Farrow & Ball wallpapers, parquet flooring, artfully alternating colour concepts
from room to room as well as exclusive hand-picked fabrics project freshness, lightness,
and elegance. Certain rooms will be appointed exclusively with parquet, while some
that belong to the larger category will feature parquet and carpeting combined.
Apart from convenience elements, the foyers will showcase decorative
enhancements and function as separate rooms. Thus, for the guests, the well-being
experience begins when they enter their Alpine retreat. The focus was also on the
breathtaking views of the Engadine's lake and mountain landscape.
The new sanctuaries were conceived by Sue Freeman, a London-based interior
designer who during the past years also remodelled a number of the hotel's rooms,
junior suites, and suites. “It's a great pleasure for us to add an elegant and modern
twist to these rooms that were thoroughly renovated twenty years ago,” hotel directors
Peter and Esther Egli noted. The objective: To continually renew the hotel as in the
past, and to rejuvenate traditional elements without sacrificing its unique charisma.
This year, 23 rooms on floors 4 to 6 are being remodelled. Next year, an additional 24
rooms will present vibrant new looks. Plans for coming projects are still under wraps. But
one thing is sure: the next few years will be eventful ones for the legendary Suvretta
House.

Suvretta House, a one-of-a-kind luxury hotel, was built by Swiss hotel pioneer Anton Bon in 1911 and has
been owned by the Candrian-Bon family ever since. Sporting its own private ski lift, it is located in a
unique and tranquil setting about two kilometres away from St. Moritz. With 181 rooms, junior suites and
suites as well as a 1700-m2 wellness and spa facility featuring a 25-meter swimming pool, Suvretta House
is an oasis of rest and relaxation. Eclectic culinary delights are celebrated in the Grand Restaurant with
its 14 GaultMillau points, the cosy Suvretta Stube and two bars, the Club Hall, and the legendary hotel
lobby. The nearby Restaurant Chasellas (15 GaultMillau points) as well as the Trutz and Chamanna
mountain lodge restaurants belong to Suvretta House as well. The conference and banquet centre is a
fully appointed venue for a wide variety of events. Directors Esther and Peter Egli are in charge of the
remarkable hotel. For further information, browse www.suvrettahouse.ch.
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